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Abstract

Keywords

Beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucas) are an integral part of many Arctic
Indigenous cultures and contribute to food security for communities from
Greenland, across northern Canada and Alaska to Chukotka, Russia. Although
the harvesting and stewardship practices of Indigenous peoples vary among
regions and have shifted and adapted over time, central principles of respect for
beluga and sharing of the harvest have remained steadfast. In addition to
intra-community cooperation to harvest, process and use beluga whales, rapid
environmental change in the Arctic has underscored the need for inter-regional communication as well as collaboration with scientists and managers to
sustain beluga populations and their cultural and nutritional roles in Arctic
communities. Our paper, written by the overlapping categories of researchers,
hunters, and managers, first provides an overview of beluga hunting and collaborative research in seven regions of the Arctic (Greenland; Nunatsiavut,
Nunavik, Nunavut, and the Inuvialuit Settlement Region, Canada; Alaska; and
Chukotka). Then we present a more detailed case study of collaboration, examining a recent research and management project that utilizes co-production of
knowledge to address the conservation of a depleted population of beluga in
Nunavik, Canada. We conclude that sustaining traditional values, establishing
collaborative management efforts, the equitable inclusion of Indigenous
Knowledge, and respectful and meaningful collaborations among hunters,
researchers and managers are essential to sustaining healthy beluga populations and the peoples who live with and depend upon them in a time of rapid
social and environmental change.
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Introduction
The beluga whale (Delphinapterus leucas) is found throughout the Arctic and in some Subarctic locations (Hobbs
et al. 2019; Fig. 1). Indigenous peoples in Greenland,

Canada, Alaska and Chukotka (Russia) regularly hunt
beluga (Meehan et al. 2017), a practice that has continued for centuries or longer, effectively since time immemorial (e.g., Lucier & VanStone 1995). The role of beluga
varies by community, from occasional part of the diet to
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Fig. 1. Seven regions of the Arctic where Indigenous peoples harvest beluga (Greenland; Nunatsiavut, Nunavik, Nunavut, and the Inuvialuit Settlement
Region, Canada; Alaska; and Chukotka) and beluga distribution for summering areas (dark blue-green), and wintering and migratory areas (light blue-green)
(Hobbs et al. 2019).

the majority of the annual harvest of traditional foods
(Blanchet & Rochette 2008; Frost & Suydam 2010; Kenny
& Chan 2017; NAMMCO 2018). Beluga are also a popular symbol of the Arctic and studied throughout their
range (NAMMCO 2018). The convergence of traditional
practice in Indigenous communities, assertion of
Indigenous harvesting and land rights, and widespread
interest by the public, academia and government has
given rise to collaborative management efforts (in some
contexts formal co-management arrangements) in many
regions. Through such efforts, hunters, researchers,
Elders, and management officials work together to conserve beluga whale populations and sustain traditional
harvests (Table 1).
In this paper, whose authors are researchers, hunters,
wildlife managers, or a combination thereof, we review
Indigenous stewardship practices and collaborative
research efforts regarding beluga whales in the regions
where these animals are hunted regularly. The two
themes emerged from panel discussions at the Second
International Workshop on Beluga Whale Research and
Conservation, held in Mystic, CT, in March 2019.
Specifically, Indigenous participants spoke about the continuing importance of beluga hunting for Indigenous
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Table 1. Approximate average annual beluga harvest by region in recent
years (ca. five years). There is considerable inter-annual variability in some
regions. (Frost & Suydam 2010; NAMMCO 2018; Hobbs et al. 2019; DFO
unpubl. data; Alaska Beluga Whale Committee unpubl. data).
Region

Approximate
annual harvest

Stocks harvested from

Greenland

200

Eastern High Arctic–Baffin Bay

Nunatsiavut

<5

Unknown, possibly EHB or Cumberland Sound

Nunavik

300

EHB (65)
James Bay (10)
WHB (250)
Ungava Bay (few if any)

Nunavut

400

Cumberland Sound
Eastern High Arctic–Baffin Bay
EHB
WHB

Inuvialuit Settlement
Region

90

Eastern Beaufort Sea

Alaska

300

Bristol Bay (20)
Eastern Beaufort Sea (40)
Eastern Bering Sea (190)
Eastern Chukchi Sea (60)

Chukotka

20

Anadyr (2)
Eastern Bering Sea (20)
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identity and community well-being (“If you share your
catch, your freezer will always be full”), and about the
necessity in changing times of hunters working with scientists and managers to achieve what none can achieve
alone (“We will need help”).
The review begins with overviews from Greenland;
Nunatsiavut, Nunavik, Nunavut, and the Inuvialuit
Settlement Region in Canada; Alaska; and Chukotka,
Russia. The descriptions, by authors from each region, are
based on extensive personal involvement in beluga hunting, research and management, supplemented by published literature where available. Then, we take a closer
look at beluga hunting and management in Nunavik,
Canada, site of particularly entangled conservation concerns rooted in historical commercial harvesting and complicated by overlapping beluga populations with different
conservation statuses. The Nunavik case study was prepared by individuals affiliated with the NMRWB, who
have had direct experience with all aspects of beluga
whales in that region. We conclude with a discussion of
the significance of beluga whale stewardship and research.
While many of these topics have been addressed in
numerous publications about different locales in the
Arctic, we are unaware of any recent effort to compile in
one place the available information on beluga stewardship and collaborative research across the Arctic region of
Indigenous beluga hunting. We believe there is much to
learn from sharing experiences across regions and hope
that our paper furthers self-determination in beluga
stewardship and the persistence of harvesting practices
and healthy beluga populations.

Regional harvest practices, traditional values
and collaborations
Many regions share a similar history of hunting beluga
quietly by groups in kayaks without the use of rifles (e.g.,
Alayco et al. 2007). The sections below focus on more
recent practices. Although Inuit and Chukchi have
adopted modern tools, such as rifles and motorized boats,
they continue to hunt beluga whales with traditional
technology such as the unaaq (the Inuktitut term for the
specialized beluga harpoon head and harpoon), which is
attached to an avataq (float). The float not only slows the
progress of the whale that can then be dispatched readily
and humanely, but also permits retrieval of the whale,
reducing the incidence of struck and lost whales. The
regional overviews also discuss the degree to which
beluga research is collaborative, giving examples of studies done through partnerships between Indigenous communities and visiting researchers and managers. One
noteworthy trend is the growing intellectual role of
Citation: Polar Research 2021, 40, 5522, http://dx.doi.org/10.33265/polar.v40.5522
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Indigenous individuals as initiators and leaders of research
efforts. Table 2 provides a summary of the regional patterns. In these summaries, the contributors from each
region have chosen what to emphasize, the Indigenous
terminology to include and how to describe hunting and
research in their areas. As a result, a strict consistency
among regional descriptions has taken second place to
local authenticity and perspectives.

Greenland
Beluga whales (qilalugaq qaqortoq) are hunted in Greenland,
from the Baffin Bay stock of beluga shared with Canada
(NAMMCO 2018). The beluga harvest has varied in recent
years from the low hundreds to a little above 300 animals.
Most are taken in west Greenland, though some are hunted
in Qaanaaq and surrounding settlements in the north,
including 105 taken in that region in 2019. Hunting occurs
in spring, summer and fall, from small boats or from the ice.
In Qaanaaq in particular, some hunting is done from kayaks or with nets (NAMMCO 2021). Current harvest levels
are regarded as sustainable (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2017);
concerns about overhunting in the 1990s led to management efforts aimed at reducing the harvest to sustainable
levels, including the introduction of overall quotas in 2004.
The harvest has also been reduced because beluga are less
available to hunters now that climate change has shifted
the ice edge—the preferred habitat of the animals when
they migrate to Greenland in winter—farther from shore
(Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2017). One result of the smaller
harvest and changes in hunting practices has been that
sharing practices have shifted to emphasize participation in
the hunt rather than specific roles or actions; this is built on
egalitarian principles but rewards larger boats with more
participants (Sejersen 2001). A further societal challenge is
competition among ‘professional’ and ‘non-professional’
hunters regarding the allocation of the harvest quota,
which may cause resentment and undermine the perceived
legitimacy of the management system.
Beluga research in Greenland has included aerial surveys (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010), genetic analysis
(Palsbøll et al. 2002) and satellite telemetry (Richard et al.
2001). Hunters have contributed samples for analysis
(NAMMCO 2021). Thomsen (1993) documented knowledge from Inuit hunters in western and northern
Greenland. Hunters provide the government with detailed
reports that include, for each catch, date and position,
information about the hunting method and biological data
such as age class, gender, size, reproductive state and stomach contents. This information is used in the assessments
by the North Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission and
the Canada–Greenland Joint Commission on Narwhal and
Beluga (Meehan et al. 2017). Other than this, there has
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Table 2. Traditional values, hunting and stewardship practice, management organization and approach and collaboration by region.
Region

Traditional values

Hunting and stewardship practices

Management body

Collaborationa

Greenland

Sharing

Harvesting from small boats or ice (kayaks or nets in Qaanaaq)

Greenland Self-Rule
Government

+

Harvesting from shore, boat, or sina
(floe edge) depending on the season

DFO

++

Harvesting from shore or boat depending on the season

NMRWB: co-management

Respect
Taking only what is needed

Use of rifles, harpoons and heavy hooks

Avoiding wastage and noise

Kayaks historically

Respect
Nunatsiavut

Sharing
Respect

Nunavik

Sharing of catch

Harvest sampling

Few research projects but
most collaborative
++
Harvest sampling and
some research projects

Avoiding harvest of lead whales
Estuary closures
TAT (EHB beluga)
Nunavut

Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit

Harvest in the fall (Kivalliq Region)

Respect

Closed harvest season in summer (EHB)

Taking only what is needed

Total Allowable Harvest (Cumberland
Sound)

Sharing

Nunavut Wildlife
Management Board:
co-management

++

FJMC, Inuvialuit Game
Council: co-management

+++

New community-based
research projects

Motor boats, high-powered rifles, unaaq
and avataq (harpoon with float)
Kayaks historically
Inuvialuit Settlement Region

Respect for beluga

Hunting from small boats

Sharing of catch

Harpoon first

Cooperation

Avoid harvesting females

More work on Indigenous
Knowledge is needed

Community hunting by-laws
Management plan developed through
co-management
Alaska

Prohibition on waste

Harvesting from shorefast ice (spring)

Respect for whales

Harvesting by boat (summer and fall)

Sharing of catch

Netting from shore (summer and fall)

Preparation for hunt

Harpoon and rifles

Alaska Beluga Whale Committee: co-management

Reduction of struck and lost
Catch distributed among
hunters and neighbours

Mainly spring and late fall
Usually from shore (summer) or shorefast ice (winter)
Rifle, harpoon and wooden or metal
hook
Head returned to the sea

a

+++
Hunters involved in many
research projects
Hunters involved in identifying research priorities
through the Alaska Beluga
Whale Committee

Conflict avoidance

Chukotka

Hunters involved in all
current research projects

Federal government (general permit for hunting by
the Indigenous peoples of
Chukotka)

+
Some research projects,
including biopsy sampling
and satellite tagging

The Chukotka Fisheries
Commission (government
of the Chukotka Okrug)
allocates the quota among
villages.

+ little collaboration, ++ moderate collaboration, +++ extensive collaboration.
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been little collaborative research involving hunters and
scientists compared with Canada and Alaska.

Nunatsiavut, Canada
Labrador Inuit in Nunatsiavut have traditionally hunted
beluga (kilalugak) seasonally when whales came to the
Labrador coast. There is extensive reference to Labrador
Inuit hunting various species of whales throughout the
17th and 18th centuries, including ‘white whales’ (BriceBennett 1977). Brice-Bennett (1977) mapped core areas
of beluga in a number of areas throughout the outer
islands along the Labrador coast from the Hopedale
region to Nachvak Fjord. Brice-Bennett also describes
that on the northward migration of beluga, during spring
when the landfast ice began break-up, “[e]very year, the
hunters shot a few white whales while waiting along the
floe edge for seals. They had to harpoon the whales
quickly before they sank, then haul them up on the ice,
where they shared their meat and skin” (1977: 121).
Inuit also hunted beluga during June and July in Hebron,
Saglek and Nachvak fjords during calving and feeding
times. Taylor (1977) describes traditional historical seasonal movement patterns of Labrador Inuit. In spring,
typically from mid-April to late June, historical records
show that “[i]n several areas, walrus and white whales
were also important. White whales were particularly
important at Avertok, Kivertlok, Kangerdluksoak, and
Naghvakh” (1977: 53). Taylor & Taylor (1977) describe
spring and summer hunting of beluga in the Okak region
between 1776 and 1830.
At present, beluga are not abundant around the five
Nunatsiavut communities (Nain, Hopedale, Postville,
Makkovik and Rigolet). Few people in Nunatsiavut
actively and deliberately hunt beluga today and beluga do
not form a large component of the Labrador Inuit wild
food diet. Changes in sea-ice conditions make it more difficult to hunt beluga during the spring season, when
whales begin to arrive. During ice conditions that are
likely favourable, Inuit try to harvest beluga, most commonly in the Hopedale region. Beluga hunting remains a
communal and social activity. Hunters in Nain and
Hopedale explain that some people still hunt beluga in
larger groups while others go out in smaller groups of one
or two other people. It is still a common practice to share
the catch with the whole community after a successful
hunt. People come to the water when a whale is brought
in to take meat and blubber for their households. All
Nunatsiavut communities currently have community
freezers that distribute wild meat to community members. When hunters have taken their share of a harvested
beluga, the rest is delivered to the community freezer to
share with the rest of the community.
Citation: Polar Research 2021, 40, 5522, http://dx.doi.org/10.33265/polar.v40.5522
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Beluga numbers decreased along the Labrador coast in
the early 1900s, and by 1920 it was considered rare to see
a beluga south of the Torngat region (Brice-Bennett 1978).
DFO records of beluga within the study area covered by
McCarney et al. (2021) include a total of nine individuals
and an additional single individual within 20 km of the
study area in recent years. However, the low number of
systematic surveys over time make it difficult to assess
population trends. Genetics research has been conducted
in collaboration between DFO and the Nunatsiavut
Government, with analysis ongoing (J. Lawson, DFO,
unpubl. data). Samples for genetics analysis were provided
by the Nunatsiavut Government. There is evidence to suggest that some of the beluga found along the Labrador
coast belong to the EHB population. Telemetry work identified the Hopedale Saddle Ecologically and Biologically
Significant Area as an important overwintering habitat for
EHB beluga (Lewis et al. 2009; Bailleul et al. 2012a). The
Northern Labrador Ecologically and Biologically Significant
Area has also been identified as a unique migratory area
for EHB beluga (DFO 2013).

Nunavik, Canada
All 14 Nunavik communities harvest beluga (qilalugaq).
Beluga from four different summering groups—WHB,
EHB, Ungava Bay (where few beluga remain) and James
Bay—are locally accessible to communities at different
times of the year and with varying abundance; however,
many communities have to travel to access larger groups of
beluga. Hunting predominantly occurs along the spring
and fall migratory routes of the WHB and EHB beluga.
During the summer, harvest rates decline in most of
Nunavik, with the exception of south-eastern Hudson Bay
which is the summering area for the EHB stock. However,
management restrictions and other factors keep harvest
levels in this area relatively low. In areas where beluga
travel close to the shore, hunting often takes place from
the ice (in spring) or the shore (in fall) with the assistance
of boats, harpoons and heavy hooks to retrieve whales.
Boats are commonly used in areas where beluga occur further offshore and during the summer.
At present, the hunting method is to harpoon first, followed by the use of a rifle, with rare exceptions (e.g., in
some areas beluga float in the spring and the water is
shallow and clear, making the use of a harpoon unnecessary). Regardless of the hunting method, practices such as
sharing the catch, showing respect for the whale, not taking more than is needed and avoiding wastage govern
beluga harvesting in all communities (Alayco et al. 2007;
Tyrrell 2008). Beluga are sensitive to noise, so traditional
hunting practices also avoid noise disturbance. Other
practices, such as avoiding harvesting the lead whales
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during migration and avoiding females with calves, are
followed by some hunters but management regulations
and concerns over missed harvesting opportunities have
altered some of these practices.
Beluga harvesting and management has a difficult history in Nunavik. Harvest quotas and other management
measures were introduced in the 1980s in an effort to conserve EHB beluga (Hammill et al. 2004). However, these
management regulations were viewed by many Nunavik
Inuit as forms of cultural imperialism, imposed from outside the region (Tyrrell 2008) and widespread dissatisfaction remains. Despite these issues, there is a long-standing
and successful harvest sampling programme whereby
hunters send samples to the regional research centre for
studies such as population dynamics, diet, contaminants
and genetics. Aerial surveys, which have been repeatedly
conducted since the 1980s (e.g., Gosselin et al. 2017),
together with genetics research, form the foundation of
the current management model (Turgeon et al. 2012;
Mosnier et al. 2017). A satellite tagging programme was
conducted for only a limited amount of time (Bailleul et al.
2012b), as many hunters are opposed to that method. No
tagging has occurred in the region since 2004. Several
studies have documented Inuit knowledge, which has
been increasingly incorporated into management
approaches and measures (Doidge et al. 2002; Lee et al.
2002; Tyrrell 2007a; Lewis et al. 2009; Breton-Honeyman,
Hammill et al. 2016). The formalization of co-management
with the creation of NILCA, which established the
NMRWB, has fostered further collaborative and community driven research efforts (e.g., a biopsy programme,
observational research in estuaries), including research
that has supported the health benefits of consuming beluga
(Lemire et al. 2015; Little et al. 2019).

Nunavut, Canada
Beluga (qilalugaq/qinalugaq) are found in most of Nunavut
waters. Communities in Nunavut harvest primarily from
four stocks: Cumberland Sound, Eastern High Arctic–Baffin
Bay, EHB and WHB. With a population estimate of about 54
500, the WHB beluga stock is one of the world’s largest
(Matthews et al. 2017). In the Kivalliq Region, communities
regularly hunt beluga whereas communities in the east
Kitikmeot Region often travel farther distances from the
community to hunt beluga. Beluga are not observed with
regular frequency in west Kitikmeot. In the Qiqiktaaluk
Region, beluga are hunted regularly from many communities. The hunting of beluga whales (Qinalugaqsiurniq) in the
Kivalliq Region typically commences in early fall (ukiaksaaq), as beluga migrate north along the WHB coast (Colbeck
et al. 2013). Hunters generally wait until whales have finished moulting, which occurs in estuaries such as those of
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the Seal, Churchill and Nelson rivers (St. Aubin et al. 1990;
Smith et al. 2017). Inuit rapidly transitioned to motor-powered boats and high-powered rifles as the technology
became available but they also retain many of traditional
practices and equipment.
Traditional practices govern the management of most of
the stocks in Nunavut; however, for the Cumberland
Sound beluga stock, which was decimated by commercial
whalers and the Hudson Bay Company between 1868 and
1939, quotas were enacted by the federal government in
amendments to the Beluga and Narwhal Protection
Regulations in 1980 and 1990 (Stevenson 1997; Kilabuk
1998; Stewart 2018). The establishment of the quotas has
contributed to a long-conflicted relationship between DFO
and the community of Pangnirtung (Richard & Pike 1991).
Inuit continue to say that their knowledge has not been
valued or applied in management decision-making
(Freeman et al. 1998). DFO and the community representatives have recently established another working group to
co-develop a management plan for this stock, which is
intended to include the compilation, mobilization and
application of Inuit knowledge.
Beluga remain economically, nutritionally and culturally important (Freeman 1993; Wein et al. 1996; Freeman
et al. 1998; Tyrrell 2007b; Hoover et al. 2013). Some cultural practices, such as food sharing, which is important
for families and social cohesiveness, are still practiced in
all Nunavut communities. Other historical practices and
traditional taboos may no longer be observed, such as
sinking carcasses post-harvest to avoid attracting polar
bears to harvest locations near communities. “Hunters do
not sink the carcass. They just harvest it, and leave it on
the shoreline. This is due in part why we’re seeing more
polar bears coming around… So you need to butcher it
properly in order for the carcass to sink into the sea to
leave it there” (Napayok 2018).
Research activities in Nunavut are beginning to be
more attentive to the concerns of communities. The
Kivalliq Wildlife Board has recently undertaken a community-based research project to sample whales harvested by Inuit youth to determine the health, trend and
abundance of the population. Inuit are readily positioned
to notice any changes in the environment. For example,
Inuit have observed delays in the beluga migration. The
cause remains uncertain, but the increased presence of
killer whale (aarluk; Orcinus orca) in Hudson Bay waters
observed by Inuit (Higdon and Ferguson 2009; Higdon et
al. 2014) may be a potential factor (Westdal et al. 2016).

Inuvialuit Settlement Region, Canada
Inuvialuit and Canadian western Arctic Inuit annually
hunt beluga whales (qilalugaq) from the eastern Beaufort
Citation: Polar Research 2021, 40, 5522, http://dx.doi.org/10.33265/polar.v40.5522
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Sea beluga population (Day 2002; Harwood et al. 2002), as
did their ancestors, the Kupugmiut and Kigirktarumiut
(McGhee 1974). Inuvialuit beluga hunters know the
importance of respect for the beluga and continue cultural
practices to take only what is needed and to share what is
taken (Snow et al. 2016). Despite the influences of climate
and societal changes, hunters remain adaptable and rely
on traditional skills and knowledge as well as values of
cooperation, harmony and readiness (Collings et al. 2018;
Worden et al. 2020). Hunting typically occurs in summer
from small aluminum boats using harpoon-first methods
to reduce struck-and-lost incidents, following local by-laws
developed by Hunters and Trappers Committees (Day
2002; Harwood & Smith 2002; FJMC 2013). Because
beluga aggregate in large numbers in the Mackenzie
Estuary/Delta in summer (Norton & Harwood 1986;
Harwood et al. 1996), hunters operate from summer whaling camps occupied by families from Inuvik and Aklavik or
directly from the coastal community of Tuktoyaktuk
(Waugh et al. 2018; Worden et al. 2020).
Beyond the Mackenzie Delta area, a beluga harvest
has taken place or been attempted by the community of
Paulatuk in most years since 1989 (Harwood et al. 2002).
Sporadic hunts have also occurred in Sachs Harbour and
Ulukhaktok from 2010 to the present as the whales
appear to be expanding their summer range (Collings
et al. 2018; Loseto, Brewster et al. 2018; Loseto, Hoover
et al. 2018). Concurrently, there has been a decline in the
number of whales landed in Mackenzie Estuary hunts
since the 1970s (FJMC 2013; Harwood et al. 2015), likely
due to multiple social and environmental factors (Waugh
et al. 2018; Scharffenberg et al. 2020; Harwood et al.
2020; Worden et al. 2020).
A co-management framework has been in place in the
Inuvialuit Settlement Region since 1984. The federal government and the FJMC are responsible for fish and marine
mammal management and related matters in the region.
The federal government and the FJMC, in co-operation
with Hunters and Trappers Committees, have developed
conservation management strategies that include the creation of Canada’s first two Arctic Marine Protected Areas:
Tarium Niryutiat and Anuniaqvia Niqiqyuam Marine
Protected Areas (also spelled Tagium Nayutiat and
Anguniaqvia Niqigyuam in Inuvialuit orthography).
Tarium Niryutiat focuses on beluga, beluga habitats and
prey (DFO 2010), and Anuniaqvia Niqiqyuam includes the
conservation of beluga and its habitat.
Nearly 40 years of eastern Beaufort Sea beluga cooperative research has resulted from these efforts in the
Inuvialuit Settlement Region, generating one of the
strongest Arctic beluga data sets (Loseto, Hoover et al.
2018; Harwood et al. 2020). The success of this programme is the result of a long-term, sustained and
Citation: Polar Research 2021, 40, 5522, http://dx.doi.org/10.33265/polar.v40.5522
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well-resourced collaborative effort between co-management boards, community members and the scientific
community. Beluga research and monitoring has evolved
over the past 40 years, responding to community questions, management needs and scientific investigations
that have brought together a community of knowledge-holders working collaboratively to best study
beluga. Beluga harvest monitoring has revealed a declining trend in size-at-age of male beluga in the Mackenzie
Estuary from 1993 to 2007 (Harwood et al. 2015); dietary
shifts and impacts on dive physiology (Choy et al. 2017;
Choy et al. 2019; Choy et al. 2020); trends in contaminants (Loseto et al. 2015; Noel et al. 2018); microplastics
in beluga (Moore et al. 2020); and diseases (Nielsen et al.
2018; Sharma et al. 2018). Community members are part
of the planning and field crews, sometimes participate in
laboratory analyses (typically youth) and often are part of
the dissemination of results at meetings and conferences.
Inclusion of Indigenous Knowledge has occurred and
continues to occur through the co-development of the
research and monitoring programmes (Armitage et al.
2011). The beluga harvest monitoring programme
includes Indigenous Knowledge about beluga health and
behaviour that are formally documented as long-term
monitoring indicators (Ostertag et al. 2018).
There are additional and long-standing collaborations
on research and management of eastern Beaufort Sea
beluga, a shared stock, between the Inuvialuit Settlement
Region and Alaska, building on several Iñupiat–Inuvialuit
cooperative efforts (Kanayurak 2016). The Inuvialuit–
Iñupiat Beluga Whale Commission, which was created in
2000 from the Alaska–Inuvialuit Beluga Whale Committee
(Adams et al. 1993), provides a way for hunters to interact
with their peers from both regions and also to share scientific findings through a technical committee. The commission meets annually to discuss harvest numbers and
current research, share unusual observations and other
data and knowledge, and provide joint recommendations
on the shared eastern Beaufort Sea beluga stock.

Alaska, USA
Beluga (qilalugaq, sisuaq, cetuaq) hunting practices in
Alaska vary greatly among the more than 40 involved
communities (Frost & Suydam 2010) and at least five
beluga stocks. In spring, beluga whales are hunted from
the edge of the shorefast ice while in summer and fall
they are taken in open water by net and rifle and by driving groups of beluga into shallow water. Apart from a
prohibition on waste, there are no harvest limits at present (apart from a federally-imposed ban on any hunting
of the endangered stock of beluga in Cook Inlet in southern Alaska [NOAA Fisheries 2021]), though in some local
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areas beluga are not as common as they once were. In all
beluga-hunting communities, harvesting involves practices deemed respectful to the whales, including mental
and physical preparation for the hunt, avoiding conflict
among hunters, reducing the number of whales lost
during the hunt and sharing the beluga within and
beyond the community. While hunting practices have
changed in some places with outboard motors, faster
boats and better rifles, the values of sharing and respect
are understood to be vital to the success of the harvest
and to the cultural well-being of the communities
(Huntington et al. 2017).
Collaborative research about beluga whales has a long
history in Alaska, a practice that has increased since the
founding of the co-management Alaska Beluga Whale
Committee in 1988 (Adams et al. 1993). Hunters, scientists and managers together determine research priorities
and carry out projects including aerial surveys (e.g.,
Lowry et al. 2008), satellite telemetry (Citta et al. 2017),
genetic analyses (e.g., O’Corry-Crowe et al. 1997), health
and contaminants research (e.g., Woshner et al. 2002;
Thompson et al. 2014), Indigenous Knowledge documentation (e.g., Huntington et al. 1999; Huntington
2000) and assessment of management approaches (e.g.,
Fernandez-Gimenez et al. 2008). Hunters participating in
research projects are increasingly recognized as co-authors and have also been certified as hunter–taggers by
the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
to catch and attach satellite transmitters to beluga, formally recognizing their abilities and role as researchers.
The Alaska Beluga Whale Committee allocates funding
for research projects, giving hunters a strong role in making such decisions, and provides a forum for addressing
management issues.

Chukotka, Russia
Beluga whale (Chukchi: puwreq; Siberian Yupik: poogsyaq)
hunting in Chukotka has a long and sustainable history
diversifying the diet of local communities, although its
contribution to the traditional economy is modest
(Mymrin et al. 1999). Today, hunting obshchinas (communities) distributed in 14 villages along the Bering Strait
region harvest no more than 20 beluga whales annually
(Prochukotku.ru 2020a). From time to time, they are
joined by a couple of settlements located on the Anadyr
River, which take beluga entangled in salmon nets.
Chukotka has an overall quota system for traditional
hunting of marine mammals, which is distributed by the
regional Fisheries Commission (Prochukotku.ru 2020b).
Beluga are hunted mainly in spring and late autumn,
when the sea is covered by sea ice. Hunters (eveneellyet;
Chukchi terms relevant to beluga hunting are provided
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here) prefer these seasons because beluga are very careful
and almost impossible to approach by boat (yitw’et).
Therefore, hunters usually shoot beluga from shore
(an’k’asormyn) or the edge of shorefast ice (tukvan).
Hunters first shoot (mil’gerytkurkyt) at the beluga and
then either harpoon (tegryrkyt) them or use a wooden or
metal hook (ak’yn) to pull them to the surface. Sometimes
beluga are trapped in a small opening in the ice far from
open water (iyogyrgyn), and local communities have a
rare opportunity to provide themselves with tasty food.
Hunters usually begin to butcher the animal (el’vyk) by
cutting off the tail, then cut the skin and fat (itgil’gyn) into
square strips, and then cut the meat (an’k’atol’) in the
same way and remove the internal organs. The hunter
who killed the beluga takes the head of the animal (l’evyt)
and, after processing, returns it to the sea. The remaining
parts of the beluga are distributed among hunters and
also provided to neighbours (enaral’ety). In some villages,
the belly (nank’ytol’) and tail (peqǝlɣǝn) of the beluga also
belong to the hunter.
The Chukotka branch of Pacific Research Fisheries
Center began a long-term study of beluga in Chukotka in
the 1990s. Each year, expeditions to the Anadyr Estuary
collected beluga biopsies and conducted visual animal
counts and sometimes carried out satellite tagging and
underwater sound studies (Litovka et al. 2013). Over
time, scientists invited local hunters to cooperate.
Indigenous Knowledge and hunting experience ensured
the success of the expeditions to collect beluga biopsies
and even attach satellite tags. Together, scientists and
Native hunters were able to collect data on the current
state of the local beluga whale population.

Case study of knowledge co-production to
support the conservation of an at-risk stock:
Nunavik, Canada
Background and context
There are four stocks of beluga in the Nunavik Marine
Region, named for their summering grounds (Table 3,
Fig. 2). We use ‘stock’ as the term is used in Nunavik, to
define management units based on summering areas and
supported by matrilineal genetic analysis, though there is
likely interbreeding among at least some of the region’s
four stocks. Beluga tend to travel together with related
individuals, particularly females, and to return to previously used areas, suggesting that migration may be
learned through the social structure of more closely
related individuals (Colbeck et al. 2013). The preservation of the beluga stocks from each of the summering
aggregations is considered important to maintain the geographic range of beluga (Turgeon et al. 2012).
Citation: Polar Research 2021, 40, 5522, http://dx.doi.org/10.33265/polar.v40.5522
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Table 3. Estimated historical abundances, the most recent aerial survey abundance estimates and the updated 2020 COSEWIC stock status for the four
different beluga stocks found in the Nunavik Marine Region. Estimates, particularly historical abundances and the recent estimate for Ungava Bay, are
based on different methods.
Beluga stock

Estimated historical abundance (year)

Abundance estimates (year)

COSEWIC stock status

EHB

> 6600 (1853) a

3800 (2015) d,e

Threatened (as of Nov. 2020)

12 500 (pre-1854)

b

WHB

31 100 (1987) e

54 500 (2015) e

Not at risk

James Bay

unknown

10 600 (2015)

Not at risk

Ungava Bay

1900 (late 1800s) b

32 (2011) c

a

d,e

Endangered

Reeves & Mitchell (1987). DFO (2005). Doniol-Valcroze & Hammill (2012); 95% confidence interval = 0-94. Gosselin et al. (2017). e DFO 2018.
b

c

d

Fig. 2. Summering and wintering areas and approximate migratory routes for the four beluga stocks (WHB, James Bay, EHB and Ungava Bay beluga)
which inhabit the Nunavik Marine Region for all or part of the year.

The EHB stock is of particular interest and challenge
for managers (DFO 2020). Beluga in EHB were subject to
heavy commercial harvesting from the mid-1800s until
the early 1900s—an estimated minimum of 8294 whales
were taken between 1854 and 1863—and the stock has
not recovered (Reeves & Mitchell 1987; DFO 2018). As a
result, this stock, which was estimated to be approximately 3800 animals at the time of the last aerial survey
in 2015 (Gosselin et al. 2017), is believed to be less than
half of what it was historically (Hammill et al. 2017).
After being considered endangered since 2004 (COSEWIC
Citation: Polar Research 2021, 40, 5522, http://dx.doi.org/10.33265/polar.v40.5522

2004), EHB beluga were reassessed by COSEWIC in late
2020 as threatened on the basis of the relative stability of
the population, which has remained the same, or slightly
increased, since 2001.
COSEWIC assessments consider factors such as
declines in total number of mature animals, whether the
reasons for the declines are known and still acting on the
species, and whether there have been changes in distribution or range. Although Inuit harvesting is not considered to have played a part in the initial decline, it has
been considered to limit stock recovery, after commercial
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hunting caused declines (DFO 2020). The EHB stock
spends at least half the year spatially overlapping, and
likely interbreeding, with the WHB stock in their shared
wintering areas and during migration (Turgeon et al.
2012; Colbeck et al. 2013). Both stocks migrate through
Hudson Strait in spring and fall. However, the WHB stock
is estimated to number approximately 54 500 animals
(about 15 times the size of the EHB stock) and is not of
conservation concern (DFO 2018).
While it is difficult for most hunters to discriminate
between the stocks, expert hunters assert that they can
distinguish animals from the different groups of beluga.
However, no one has undertaken the work to determine
whether there is a simple, reliable method to differentiate
among stocks, aside from genetics, and this needs to be
further explored.

Nunavik beluga management
Since the 1980s, different quota-based management
approaches, including both seasonal and geographic limitations, have been applied. In the 1980s, management
decisions were taken and implemented by the federally
responsible Minister. Since NILCA came into force in
2008, decision-making has shifted to a formal co-management process. Through the NILCA, the NMRWB was
established and is tasked with being the main instrument
of wildlife management in the Nunavik Marine Region,
including the establishment and modification of the TAT
for beluga. The decisions of the NMRWB are delivered for
approval to the minister of the government department
that has responsibility for the species in question, which
is DFO in the case of beluga whales, as government has
the ultimate responsibility for wildlife management.
Regulation in the Nunavik Marine Region is further complicated by overlapping rights between Nunavik Inuit and
the Cree of Eeyou Istchee. Wildlife management in the
south-eastern part of Hudson Bay is shared with the
Eeyou Marine Region Wildlife Board.
Prior to NILCA, conservation guided decision-making.
Under NILCA, a constitutionally protected document,
Inuit rights can only be infringed upon under limited,
defined circumstances. Therefore, the NMRWB is
required both to uphold the principles of conservation,
including the restoration and revitalization of depleted
population of wildlife, and to protect the harvesting rights
of Nunavik Inuit. Given the conservation concerns
related to the EHB beluga, a quota-based system has
remained in place until the present.
Under NILCA wildlife management provisions, the
entirety of the beluga TAT is presumed to be needed by
Nunavik Inuit, and non-Indigenous people are prohibited
from harvesting beluga. Allocation of the TAT among
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Nunavik communities is determined by the regional
hunting organization. The community allocation can
then be further allocated by the local community hunting
organization if they so choose, but in practice it is usually
an open hunt until the quota is reached. Since 2014, the
TAT has been set in multi-year (e.g., 3-5 year) blocks to
account for variations in environmental conditions,
beluga abundance and community needs, providing a
greater degree of flexibility. Importantly, the TAT has
been solely for EHB beluga since 2014. Communities
have Uumajuit Wardens, who monitor and report the
harvest, but have no enforcement power, while DFO
Fisheries Officers from outside of the region are responsible for enforcing variation orders, acts and regulations
(Gombay 2019).
Given the challenges of distinguishing between stocks,
tracking harvest levels of EHB beluga is based upon
assumed proportions of EHB beluga in the total harvest,
with differing proportions depending on the season and
hunting area. This proportion is determined using genetic
information gathered from previous Inuit harvests.
Despite the changes in the management system, and the
shift to a co-management framework, challenges remain
in a system that strives to balance conservation with minimizing limits on harvesting rights. Indeed, the TAT for
EHB beluga continues to be reached in some years,
resulting in the closure of the entire hunt before or during
the fall migration, a hunt of great importance for
Nunavimmiut. Hunters then watch tens of thousands of
beluga—mostly from stocks that are not the subject of
conservation concern—migrate past their communities
and are unable to exercise their harvesting rights.
Re-allocation of hunting effort to ensure hunting is
allowed during the seasons when EHB beluga are less
likely to be caught could rectify this situation but must be
balanced with respecting the harvesting rights of Inuit and
the traditional hunting activities of communities more
likely to catch EHB beluga. This management model, however, continues to contradict the spirit and intent of NILCA
and minimal infringement of harvesting rights, since harvest of the large and healthy stock of WHB beluga has also
been limited in the course of efforts to conserve EHB
beluga. The NMRWB is left with the challenge of determining how to manage harvesting of two visually cryptic
stocks of beluga with highly coincidental geographic distributions, but vastly different conservation status.

Bringing Inuit knowledge of migratory timing
and genetics together in the Hudson Strait Pilot
Project
The Hudson Strait Pilot Project was implemented in 2017
as a way of using co-produced knowledge to best balance
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EHB conservation and harvesting rights. The project uses
Inuit knowledge of migration timing to avoid harvesting
the EHB stock as much as possible, while focusing harvesting on the healthy WHB stock. Genetic sampling of
the harvest is then used to assess the level of success in
avoiding the EHB stock. Neither Inuit knowledge nor the
genetic sampling would be sufficient by itself, making a
knowledge co-production approach necessary.
Past genetic sampling has determined the proportions
of EHB and WHB beluga at different times of year. This
information serves as the basis to set the TAT for EHB
beluga in the Nunavik Marine Region. For example, in
Hudson Strait in the spring, only 10% of beluga are estimated to be EHB, meaning that the harvest of one beluga
removes 0.1 beluga from the overall EHB TAT for the
Nunavik Marine Region. However, in the EHB arc, where
100% of beluga are assumed to be EHB, one beluga harvested removes one beluga from the TAT. This allows flexibility in the quota system but causes problems if areas and
seasons are not determined at a scale that captures a true
estimate of stock mixing at a given time. For example, the
entirety of fall (1 September - 31 January) is considered
one season in Hudson Strait. However, Inuit knowledge
from experienced hunters indicates that a smaller migration occurs through Hudson Strait a few weeks before a
larger migration. This smaller group is understood to be
the EHB beluga migrating in advance of the WHB beluga.
In previous management systems, quotas were often
annual, which created an inherent challenge in the management system where hunters rushed to harvest early in
the fall, before the quota was reached and the hunt was
closed. Within the current management system there are
multi-year TATs; however, allocations by the regional
hunting organization are still made annually, and usually
broken down into a spring and fall harvest, and hunters
remain concerned that if they wait to harvest they will
miss out on their opportunity to harvest what they need.
This rush to hunt in the fall means that hunters are more
likely to harvest from the earlier groups of whales,
thought to be EHB beluga. This may also be part of the
reason why the proportion of EHB beluga in the fall harvest (25%) is higher than in spring (10% EHB). While
genetic testing can help validate this knowledge, there
are few genetic harvest samples from the late fall because
harvests have primarily occurred in the early fall (due to
the rush described above) and it is not yet possible to
achieve the temporal resolution required. This indicates a
situation in which Nunavik Inuit hunting may be limited
more than necessary and the harvest of EHB beluga could
be better reduced.
During the management decision-making process
leading to the 2017-19 harvest seasons, hunters shared
this Inuit knowledge with the NMRWB regarding
Citation: Polar Research 2021, 40, 5522, http://dx.doi.org/10.33265/polar.v40.5522
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migration patterns and viewed it as an important area of
potential improvement. In response, the NMRWB developed the Hudson Strait Pilot Project, encouraging harvesters to harvest later in the fall, in October and
November, from the larger migrating group and to sample their harvest to determine the animals’ stock. To
counter the pressure to hunt earlier under a TAT system,
the NMRWB decided that successful avoidance of EHB
beluga, verified with genetic samples, would lead to any
unused harvest being carried over to the TAT in the following year.

Hudson Strait Pilot Project outcomes
The project was successful in 2017 and 2018; however, in
2019, which was the final year of three-year plan, the
hunt was closed before the commencement of the pilot
project. Between 2017 and 2018, 44 beluga were sampled as part of the pilot project. Based upon the assumed
proportions used for management of 25% EHB, it was
expected that 11 of those 44 whales would be EHB
beluga. Genetic analysis showed that only seven of the 44
beluga harvested were EHB whales (Table 4) resulting in
a return of four EHB to the TAT. Under the proportional
TAT system, the return of four EHB to the TAT is significant, allowing from four to 40 extra beluga to be harvested, depending on the area and season, which is why
fractions were included.
Rather than considering scientific information and
Inuit knowledge information as two separate pieces of
evidence for decision-making, this project integrated the
two into a single line of evidence, providing a level of
information and knowledge more valuable to all parties
than would be possible otherwise. The project has also
increased overall hunter support for the harvest monitoring programme and harvest samples substantially
increased during the pilot project. The success of the project allowed managers to move forward with a better
understanding of the biological system, and therefore
with better tools to address conservation concerns while
minimally limiting harvesting rights. While this question

Table 4. Pilot project sampling results from 2017 and 2018 with the
expected EHB beluga take determined by multiplying the number sampled by 25%, the expected percent of EHB in the stock mixture. Note that
total samples shown are only those taken during the pilot project time
frame. The small sample size requires cautious interpretation.
Sampled
Expected EHB (removed from TAT)
Actual EHB
Difference (returned to TAT)

2017

2018

Total

31

13

44

7.75

3.25

11

6

1

7

1.75

2.25

4
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is specific to beluga in the Nunavik Marine Region,
aspects of this issue and solution are relevant to managers
working under modern land claims and others who must
consider other priorities and needs along with sustaining
wildlife populations.

Discussion
Indigenous stewardship emphasizes cooperation among
people through practices such as sharing and the relationship that is understood to exist between people and animals and that is shown, for example, through respect for
what one has harvested. Co-management and collaborative research strive for cooperation and harmony through
listening, communication, building and maintaining relationships, and working together to identify and achieve
common goals and create shared understandings. A synthesis of the regional descriptions, including traditional
values, stewardship practices, management authority and
collaborative research activities (Table 2) shows many
common themes in values and stewardship, as well as the
breadth of collaborative research across the entire region.
The Nunavik case study highlights the strength of a co-production model for bringing knowledge together to support
both harvesting and conservation. This example is relevant
not only to other beluga populations but is more broadly
applicable, particularly to the stewardship of other large
migratory and harvested species, such as green sea turtles
(Chelonia mydas) and dugongs (Dugong dugon), about which
the values and discourse between managers and harvesters also differ (Nursey-Bray et al. 2010).
The challenge today is to build on what has been
accomplished already, in the context of continuing environmental and social change. Co-management and other
collaborative efforts have led the way to develop management plans that ensure hunting is sustainable, but often
have little influence over climate change, shipping,
industrial development, pollution and other threats to
the health and abundance of beluga. Some beluga stocks
are abundant and healthy, whereas others are small and
declining. Stocks used by different communities within a
region, among regions or internationally require an additional level of management cooperation, as can be seen in
regional organizations as well as international ones such
as the Inuvialuit–Iñupiat Beluga Commission, in the
Beaufort Sea, and the Joint Commission on Narwhal and
Beluga, in Baffin Bay. Collaborative research has greatly
increased our understanding of beluga whales and their
ecosystems, but rapid environmental changes may alter
beluga behaviour and distribution, rendering much of
current understanding at risk of being dated and eventually obsolete. Greater recognition of the importance of
Indigenous values, knowledge and stewardship—not
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least among Indigenous communities themselves—has
helped spur Indigenous-led efforts to conserve beluga
and their abundance, but rapid social change may interfere with passing these traditions down to younger generations (Pearce et al. 2011). The hard-won gains of
cooperation are still vulnerable to being lost or weakened
without continued investment of time and effort, the
more so as knowledge—both Indigenous and scientific—
needs to be kept up to date.
The application of outside wildlife management measures to Indigenous hunting practices in the Arctic has
often created tensions or conflicts and has sometimes
countered conservation efforts (Huntington 1992;
Meltofte 2013), as exemplified by the Nunavik case presented here (Tyrell 2007a,b, 2008). The recognition of the
depth of Indigenous knowledge, the growth in collaborative research and the development of a forum through
co-management systems have all helped transform interactions among hunters, researchers and managers toward
a shared commitment to conserving abundant wildlife
and sustaining Indigenous ways of life (Armitage et al.
2011; Huntington et al. 2011; Breton-Honeyman, Furgal
et al. 2016; Snook et al. 2018). These steps are not panaceas, requiring hard and honest conversations, and each
has created controversy and opposition at times
(Fernandez-Gimenez et al. 2006), but such efforts are an
important contribution to the well-being of the environment and its inhabitants. As participants in the Mystic
workshop found, sharing ideas and experiences across
regions, especially among Indigenous communities, can
help reinforce the importance of stewardship and collaboration and inspire further efforts as one region finds
new ideas from another. In Canada, it is hoped that the
creation of the new DFO Arctic Region, which will
include all of Inuit Nunangat, will increase effectiveness
and further these collaborative efforts among regions
(DFO 2021).
Efforts within beluga hunting communities to sustain
traditional Indigenous stewardship are necessary to pass
on the values and knowledge that have been gained over
countless generations and adapted to the needs of each
time (Worden et al. 2020). Efforts are also necessary
among hunters, researchers and managers so that our
understanding keeps pace with change, that we are able
together to address the range of challenges facing beluga
and hunting communities, and that we pass on not only
knowledge but also the values that support such collaboration. Retaining the status quo is insufficient. Internationally,
Indigenous peoples are calling for a transformative shift in
power and changes in how research is prioritized, conducted and implemented across the Arctic with self-determination at the foundation (Obed 2016; Inuit Circumpolar
Council 2018; Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami 2018).
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The increased attention to Indigenous Knowledge and
Indigenous participation in research and management is
a major cultural shift in recent decades but is still in the
early stages. More can and should be done (Pearce et al.
2009; Loseto et al. 2020). For authentic, meaningful collaboration and change, hunters and those impacted by
the research and decisions need to be involved in all
stages of a project or management system (Huntington
2021). At present, however, much hunter inclusion in
research remains on a voluntary, contractual or shortterm basis, rather than as a means of livelihood as is the
case for professional scientists and managers. This split
creates a power imbalance and a pervasive perception
that formal scientific research has greater value and status. Studies involving Indigenous Knowledge are more
common, but still outnumbered by biological research
papers, and studies are rarely led by Indigenous scholars
(Breton-Honeyman, Furgal et al. 2016; Alexander et al.
2019). Changing these ways will require expanded
research funding, the re-allocation of existing funding, or
both (Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami 2018).
Beluga—qilalugaq, qinalugaq, sisuaq, cetuaq, puwreq,
poogsyaq—are found throughout the Arctic and, for reasons of geography, history and culture, are hunted across
half the Arctic. Much remains to be learned from one
another, from understanding how a changing environment affects beluga to sharing successes in research and
collaboration and emphasizing the importance and consistency of Indigenous values and stewardship across a
vast area, as has been started with the Inuvialuit–Iñupiat
collaboration in the Beaufort Sea and the Inuit–

Greenlandic cooperation in Baffin Bay. In addition, more
research is needed to compare management systems and
experiences to determine how the results of collaborative
research are applied locally, regionally and internationally. The future of beluga whales and beluga hunting
communities depends on continued cooperation and
communication among all who share a vision of abundance in the Arctic.
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Arctic, and for the
humour and insight with which he shared that passion.
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